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Abstract. The eye are a very important organ in the human body.
The eye area and eyes contain lots of useful information about human
interaction with the environment. Many studies have relied on eye region
analyzes to build the medical care, surveillance, interaction, security, and
warning systems. This paper focuses on extracting eye region features
to detect eye state using the light-weight convolutional neural networks
with two stages: eye detection and classification. This method can apply
on simple drowsiness warning system and perform well on Intel Core
I7-4770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz (Personal Computer - PC) and on quad-core
ARM Cortex-A57 CPU (Jetson Nano device) with 19.04 FPS and 17.20
FPS (frames per second), respectively.

Keywords: Deep learning · Convolutional neural network (CNN) · Eye
detection · Eye state recognizer · Eye classification · Drowsiness warning

1 Introduction

The traffic accident is a great threat to human beings all over the world. About
1.35 million people die each year from road traffic crashes and 90% of the main
cause is from drivers [3]. One of the main causes is driver drowsiness. This situa-
tion usually occurs when a driver lacks sleep, uses alcohol, uses drugs, or goes on
a long trip. To detect driver’s drowsiness, many methods have been specifically
conducted such as analyzing human behavior, vehicle behavior, and driver phys-
iology [21]. Human behavior can be surveillance through the extraction of facial
features, eye features, yawning, or head gestures. Vehicle behavior can be moni-
tored via vehicle movement in the lanes and relative to other vehicles operating
nearby. Driver physiology can be estimated by sensors that measure heart rate,
blood pressure, or sudden changes in body temperature. However, deploying ap-
plications to monitor vehicle behavior and examine human physiology requires
huge complexity and costly techniques. In addition, it can cause uncomfortable
and unfocus for the driver during road operation. From the above analysis, this
paper proposes the light-weight convolutional neural network design supports
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the driver’s drowsiness warning system. The system consists of two main stages
based on extracting the eye area features: eye detection and classification. De-
ploying the application is very simple on PC or on Jetson Nano device and a
common camera.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1 - Proposed two light-weight Convolutional Neural Network architectures, in-
cludes eye detection and classification.
2 - Develop the eye state recognizer can run on small processor devices support-
ing for drowsiness warning system without ignoring the accuracy.

The organization of this paper as follows: Section 2 present the previous
methodologies relative to eye state detection, drowsiness warning system, their
strengths and weaknesses. Section 3 discuses more detail about proposed method-
ology. Section 4 describes and analyzes the results. Finally, section 5 concludes
the paper and present the future work.

2 Related work

In this section, the paper will present several methodologies employed on eye
state detection and drowsiness warning system. These methodologies can be
divided into the untraining methodologies and training methodologies.

2.1 Untraining methodologies

In the untrained method, sensors are often used to measure the signal obtained
from parts of the human body or objects. In addition, several image process-
ing algorithms are also used to extract characteristics on the image from which
to make predictions. The techniques used in [10, 4–6] rely on sensors arranged
around the eyes to gather and analyze electrical signals. These techniques can
collect signals very quickly but are uncomfortable for the user and may be sub-
ject to interference due to environmental influences. Therefore, it leads to low
accuracy while expensive implementation. In the Computer Vision field, there
are many methods to extract eye area and inside eye features without training.
Specifically, the methods include iris detection based on calculating the vari-
ance of maximum iris positions [7], methods based on matching the template
[14], and methods based on a fuzzy-system that using eye segmentation [12].
Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) in [16] consider image informa-
tion in continuous video, method based on the movement in facial and eyelid [20],
method computes the variance in the values of black pixels in these areas [18].
These methods can provide powerful feature information but require complex
computation and are very sensitive to illumination.

2.2 Training methodologies

The training method is based on extracting the features and learning them.
There are some traditional methods such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11],
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Active Appearance Models (AAM) [26], Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
subspace analysis [28]. These methods may achieve better eye classification ac-
curacy than the untrained methods, but they need to be improved or combined
with other techniques to adapt to variability in real-time.

With the strong development of deep learning, the widespread application
of convolutional neural networks in object detection, image classification, and
recognition is growing. Many typical CNNs can be used to classify eye state such
as Lenet [17], Alexnet [13], VGG [23], Resnet [9] and so on. In these methods,
the feature extracted automatically from the dataset through the training pro-
cess and then classifies the images based on these features. Their performance
is reasonable on accuracy and loss function. However, these models have heavy
training time depend on the depth of models and size of input images. In addi-
tion, the complicated construction of the eye and eye area requires to improve
to the CNN models to accommodate accuracy and loss function.

Recently years, several studies have used traditional face detection methods
such as Viola-Jones [27], Haar-like feature [19], Adaboost [15] in combination
with CNNs to detect eye status. However, these techniques often face illumina-
tion conditions, not frontal face, occluded or overlap, and oblique face position.

3 Methodology

Fig. 1. The proposed pipeline of the eye state recognizer. It consists of two main
networks: eye detection and eye classification network. The input image goes through
the eye detection network and the RoI eye regions are generated in this network, then
these regions will be classified by the eye classification network to predict eye state
(open and closed for each eye).

The proposed pipeline of the detailed eye state recognizer is shown in Fig.
1. The pipeline consists of two networks which are eye detection and eye clas-
sification network. In the eye detection network, we proposed light-weight and
efficient CNN to extract the Region of Interest (RoI) of the eye region and then
crop these areas. The output of this network goes through the eye classification
network, which is a simple CNN for classifying eyes. The output are eye states:
closed eye and open eye in each eye region.
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3.1 Eye detection network

This paper proposes a convolutional neural network that allows locating eye
areas in the image based on predefined bounding boxes. This network exploits
the functions of the basic layers and modules in CNN such as convolution and
max-pooling layers, C.ReLU, and Inception modules to extract the feature map.
Then, two sibling convolution layers will be applied to classify and regress eye
bounding box coordinates. The proposed network is described in detail, as shown
in Fig. 2. To extract the feature map quickly and efficiently, the blocks in this
architecture use the sequence of layers as follows:

Fig. 2. The proposed convolutional neural network for eye detection. It is built based
on four blocks which are Shrinking, Inception, Convolution, and Detection block.

Shrinking block: The Shrinking block quickly shrinks the input image space by
selecting the appropriate kernel size. As shown in Fig. 2, Conv1, Pool1, Conv2,
and Pool2 layer use stride of 1, 2, 1, and 2, respectively. This block mainly uses
a 3 × 3 kernel size and the input image size is 128 × 128. In addition, C. ReLu
(Concatenated Rectified Linear Unit) [15] is also used to increase the efficiency
while ensuring accuracy. The C.ReLU module is described in Fig. 3(a). After
going through this block, the image size is shrunk down from the original image
size to 32× 32. That means the input image size is reduced by four times while
preserving the important information of the original image.

Inception block: The Inception block is a combination of six Inception modules
[25]. Each Inception module consists of multiple convolution branches with many
different kernel sizes. Specifically, this module is designed with four branches,
using convolution operations with kernel size 1× 1 and 3× 3 and the number of
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Fig. 3. (a) C.ReLU and (b) Inception module

kernels is 24 and 32. After each convolution operation, the Batch Normalization
and ReLU activation function are used. In addition, it uses a max-pooling oper-
ation and final by concatenation operation to combine the results of branches.
As a multi-scale block according to the width of the network, these branches can
enrich receptive fields. Fig. 3(b) shown detail about the Inception module. The
feature map with size is 32× 32× 128 will be maintained from 1− st to 6− th
Inception and provided the various information of features when processed by
this block.

Convolution block: The Convolution block is the final stage of the feature map
extraction process. In this block mainly using common convolution operations
with kernel sizes of 1× 1 and 3× 3 to shrink the size and increase the dimension
of the feature map. As described in Fig. 2, Conv3 1 and Conv4 1 use 1 × 1
kernel size with 128 kernels, Conv3 2 and Conv4 2 use 3×3 kernel size with 256
kernels. The Batch Normalization and ReLU activation function are also used
after each convolution operation. The output of this block is the feature map size
of 8×8×256, which means the size of the feature map is further reduced by four
times and the number of kernels is doubled from 128 to 256. This block is the
bridge between the feature map extraction process and the detection process.

Detection block: The end of the eye detection network is the detection block.
This block uses one two-siblings convolution operation with kernel size is 3× 3
for classification and bounding box regression. These layers apply on a feature
map with size 8 × 8 which is an output feature map from the previous block.
The detector uses square anchors of various sizes to predict the position of the
corresponding eye in the original image. In this case, it uses three square anchors
with sizes 18, 24, 30 for small eye sizes, medium eye sizes, and large eye sizes,
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respectively. Finally, the detector generates a four-dimensional vector (x, y, w, h)
as location offset and a two-dimensional vector (eye or not eye) as label classifi-
cation.

The loss function used in eye detection network is same as RPN in Faster
R-CNN [22], a 2-classes softmax-loss for classification task and the smooth L1
loss for regression. The loss function for an image is defined as follows:

L ({pi} , {ti}) =
1

Ncls

∑
i

Lcls (pi, p
∗
i ) + λ

1

Nreg

∑
i

p∗iLreg (ti, t
∗
i ) , (1)

where i is the index of an anchor in a mini-batch and pi is the predicted probabil-
ity of anchor i being an object, p∗i is ground-truth label and p∗i = 1 if the anchor
is positive and is 0 if the anchor is negative. ti is the center coordinates and
dimension of the prediction and t∗i is the ground truth coordinates of bounding
box. Lcls (pi, p

∗
i ) is the classification loss using the softmax-loss shown as in Eq.

(2), Lreg (ti, t
∗
i ) = R(ti− t∗i ) with R is the Smooth loss L1 defined as in Eq. (3).

The two terms are normalized by Ncls and Nreg and weighted by a balancing
parameter λ. Ncls is normalized by the mini-batch size, Nreg is normalized by
the number of anchor locations and λ is assigned by 10.

Lcls (pi, p
∗
i ) = −

∑
i∈Pos

xpi log (pi)−
∑

i∈Neg

log
(
p0i
)
, (2)

where xpi = {0, 1} is indicator for matching the i−th default box to ground-truth
of category p, p0i is the probability for non-object classification.

R(x) =

{
0.5x2 if |x| < 1

|x| − 0.5 otherwise
(3)

3.2 Eye classification network

Fig. 4 shows a detailed description of the classification network architecture.
Similar to the CNN of classification, this network is built based on sequential
layers as convolution layers, average pooling layers, and uses Softmax function
to classify the data.

This network architecture uses one group of two Convolution layers with 7×7
filter size, one group of two convolution layers with 5×5 filter size, two groups of
two convolution layers with 3×3 filter size followed by each group of one average
pool layer and one ReLU activation function. The feature extractor ends by one
Convolution layer with a 3× 3 filter size. The spatial dimensions of the feature
map are reduced from 100 × 100 to 7 × 7. The global average pooling layer to
further reduce the dimension of the feature map to 1 × 1. Finally, the network
uses the Softmax activation function to generate the predicted probability of
each class (open and closed eyes). Usage of Global average pooling can minimize
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Fig. 4. The proposed eyes classification network. The network is based on nine sequen-
tial layers of convolution with filters of sizes 7 × 7, 5 × 5 and 3 × 3. Following the
convolution layer groups are the ReLU activation functions and the average pooling
layers. The global average pooling layer is used to quickly reduce the size of the feature
map. Finally, it applies a Softmax activation function to compute the probability of
open or closed eyes.

the possibility of overfitting by reducing the total number of parameters in the
network. On the other hand, to increase the ability to avoid network overfit-
ting, the Batch Normalization method is also used after convolution operations.
The classifier uses the Cross-Entropy loss function to calculate the loss during
training.

4 Experimental result

4.1 Dataset preparation

The eye detection network is trained on the CEW (Closed Eyes In The Wild)
[24], BioID Face [1] and GI4E (Gaze Interaction for Everybody) dataset [2].
CEW dataset contains 2,423 subjects, among which 1,192 subjects with both
eyes closed are collected directly from Internet, and 1,231 subjects with eyes
open are selected from the Labeled Face in the Wild (LFW) database. The
image size is cropped and resized from coarse faces images to the size 100× 100
(pixels) and then extract eye patches of 24 × 24 centered at the localized eye
position. BioID Face dataset consists of 1,521 gray level images with a resolution
of 384 × 286 pixel. Each one shows the frontal view of a face of one out of 23
different test persons. The eye position label is assigned manually and generated
coordinate of ground-truth bounding box based on this position with size is
36× 36. GI4E is dataset of images for iris center and eye corner detection. The
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database consists of a set of 1,339 images acquired with a standard webcam,
corresponding to 103 different subjects and 12 images each. The images in this
dataset have a resolution of 800 × 600 pixels in PNG format. The images are
associated to a ground-truth text file. It contains manually annotated 2D iris
and corner points (in pixels). The coordinate of ground-truth of the bounding
box also generated from the position of iris by size is 46× 46. Each original data
set is divided into two basic data sets with 80% for training and 20% for testing
phase.

The eyes classification network is trained and evaluated on Closed Eyes In
The Wild (CEW) dataset [24]. This dataset contains 2,384 eye images with closed
eyes and 2,462 face images with open eye images. To improve the classification
capacity, this dataset has been augmented by flipping vertically, changing the
contrast and brightness. The dataset was divided into 80% images for the training
set and 20% images for the evaluation set.

4.2 Experimental setup

The experiments in this paper are trained on GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU, tested
on Intel Core I7-4770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz, 8GB of RAM (PC) and quad-core ARM
Cortex-A57 CPU, 4GB of RAM (Jetson Nano device). In order to train the eye
detection network, many configurations have been used to improve face detection
quality. The Stochastic Gradient Descent optimization method used, the batch
size of 16, the weight decay is 5.10−4, the momentum is 0.9, the learning rates
from 10−6 to 10−3. The threshold of IoU (Intersection over Union) is 0.5 to
produce the best bounding box. For the eye classification network which uses
some basic configuration for image classification such as the Adam optimization
method, batch size of 16, the learning rate is 10−4.

4.3 Experimental result

Each network in the pipeline is individually trained and tested on the image
dataset and a comprehensive network was tested on a real-time system using a
camera connecting the PC using the CPU and Jetson Nano device with the quad-
core ARM Cortex-A57 CPU. For the image datasets, the eye detection network
achieved results on CEW, BioID Face, and GI4E dataset with 96.48%, 99.58%,
and 75.52% of AP, respectively. The testing result of the network on CEW, BioID
Face, and GI4E dataset shown in Table 1 and Fig. 5. The classification results
of the eye classification network on the CEW dataset are shown in Table 2. The
proposed classification network outperforms compared to popular classification
networks with a very small number of parameters.

Finally, the entire system was tested on a camera connected to a CPU-based
PC and Jetson Nano device. In order to increase efficiency for eye state recogni-
tion, the pipeline adds the trained face detection network in previous work in [8].
The distance from the camera to the human face is equal to the distance in the
car. Because the distance is set quite close (distance < 0.5 meters), the images
obtained via the camera are mainly images in the frontal face. This condition
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Fig. 5. The qualitative result on CEW dataset (first row), on BioID Face dataset
(second row), and on GI4E dataset (third row). The proposed network can detect eye
location at many different pose shown as in CEW dataset and when wearing the glasses
shown as in BioID Face and Gi4E dataset. The number in each bounding box shows a
confidence score of prediction.

Table 1. The testing result of the proposed network on CEW, BioID Face and GI4E
test dataset.

Dataset Average Precision (%)

CEW 96.48
BioID Face 99.58
Gi4E 75.52

improves eye detection and open and closed eye classifier. Table 3 shown the
speed testing result of the eye state recognizer on the camera.

Within the speed achieved 19.04 FPS on Intel Core I7-4770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz
and 17.20 FPS fps when tested on the quad-core ARM Cortex-A57 CPU, the
recognizer can work well in normal conditions without delay. Fig. 6 and Fig.7
shown the qualitative result of the pipeline when testing on camera connect
with Jetson Nano device. The result proves that the system also can recognize
eye state with several cases such as glasses, face mask, hat, face mask and hat-
wearing. However, under noise conditions such as the illumination, head tilted
horizontally at an angle greater than 45 degrees, vertical rotation head at an
angle greater than 90 degrees, or the head bows down, the efficiency of the
recognizer may be significantly reduced because it can not detect the eyes to
classify these areas. In fact, these cases can be referred to as unusual cases that
can be alerted when developing a drowsiness warning system.
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Fig. 6. The qualitative result when testing on camera connects with Jetson Nano device
with three participants (two males and one female). The result shows in two open eyes
(first row), two closed eyes (second row), one closed eye and one ope eye (third row).

Fig. 7. The qualitative result when testing on camera connects with Jetson Nano device
with four situations: glasses (first column), face mask (second column), hat (third
column), face mask and hat-wearing (fourth column).
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Table 2. The comparison of classification results of the eyes classification network with
popular classification networks on the CEW dataset.

Network Accuracy (%) Number of paramenters

Proposed 97.53 632,978

VGG13 96.29 7,052,738

ResNet50 94.85 23,591,810

Alexnet 96.71 67,735,938

LeNet 96.70 15,653,072

Table 3. The speed testing results of eyes status recognizer on the camera.

Device Face Detection (fps) Eye Detection (fps) Eye Classification (fps) Total (fps)

Jetson Nano 100.02 30.89 63.08 17.20

PC 198.22 42.52 41.73 19.04

5 Conclusion and future work

This paper has proposed an eye state recognizer with two light-weight modules
using convolutional neural networks. The eye detection network uses several ba-
sic layers in CNN, C.ReLu, Inception module. The eye classification network is a
simple convolutional neural network that consists of convolution layers alternat-
ing with the average pooling layers, then ending by the global average pooling
layer and Softmax function. The optimal number of parameters and computa-
tion makes it can be deployed on portable devices and CPU-based computers.
In the future, the eye state recognizer will be integrated with several modern
techniques, advanced optimized, and increase applicability in real-time systems.
On the other hand, the dataset needs to collect and annotate under variety of
conditions to ensure this recognizer works properly such as glasses, hat, face
mask wearing.
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